
Dear Sir/Madam,

Our company «IM-STONE» (based in Moscow, Russia) is the manufacturer and seller of high quality 
products from natural stone to customers in Moscow, Moscow region and the regions of Russia. 
«IM-STONE» is the part of industrial-constructional holding "Imperial", that was founded in 1993 with the 
purpose of quarrying and mining operations. The holding company owns three quarries for the extraction 
of block stone, and two processing plants in Ukraine.
The main office of the company «IM-STONE» is in Moscow, there is the warehouse and showroom of the 
finished products. 
 
Today, in connection with the increase in sales, own production and other Ukrainian manufacturers only 
satisfy the part of Moscow and other Russian regions’ market. In this regard, it was decided to expand the 
range by supplying granite and marble products from China, India and Europe. 
Please, quote as the supply of the items listed on the enclosed enquiry list below, giving your prices FOB 
port China, Vietnam, India.

We want to obtain from our suppliers the following products:
- module tiles and slabs;
- steps;
- strip and slab;
- paving stone
- borders\kerb.
Finishing may be different.
 
Product requirements for fields, range and quality:
Fields:
G603; G664; G562; G654; New Imperial Red; Tan Brown etc.
Assortment:
Tiles:
- polished 600х300 and 600x600 mm thickness 18(20) and 30 mm;
- flamed 600х300 and 600x600 mm thickness 18(20), 30, 40, 50, 60, 80 mm;
- polished length 1200 mm, width from 350 mm, thickness 18(20), 30 mm;
- flamed length 1200 mm, width from 350 mm, thickness 18(20), 30 mm.
Borders/kurbs:
- 1000х200х80 sawn with a bevel 5 mm and 10 mm;
- flamed 1000х200х80 mm with a bevel of 5 mm and 10 mm;
- sawn 1000х300х150 mm with a bevel 20 mm;
- flamed 1000х300х150 mm with a bevel 20 mm;
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Paving stone:
- flamed 200 x 100 and 100 x 100 mm thickness 30 mm and 40 mm.
Steps:
- polished 2610х350х30 mm, profile a ½ rounde on one long side
- flamed 2610х350х30 mm, profile a ½ rounde on one long side
Additional processing
- manufacture at the ends of the plates of different profiles.
Quality:
- deviation of the linear dimensions for plate +- 1 mm, diagonal is not al-lowed;
- deviation of the linear dimensions for pavers and curb stone\kerb +- 2 mm, diagonal +- 1 mm.
 
Dear suppliers, our experience and knowledge will help You to solve the questions connected with the 
delivery and sale of products on the territory of the Russian Federation. In our face You will find the 
reliable and highly qualified partner. Warehouse space and the sales office of «IM-STONE» are located in 
the South-West of Moscow. Twenty-four-hour entry to the protected area of the warehouse is convenient 
for international carriers.
 
A little about our company.
 
The company «IM-STONE» has in its portfolio more than the dozen of the official commendations, the 
commendations from the partners, municipal authorities, as well as letters from the private clients, 
which allows us to lead in the Russian market and helps with the participation in tenders for public 
procurement.
 
Mission IM-STONE - to bring into the surrounding space of the people the harmony and joy by the 
contemplation of natural stone in interior and exterior that will last without losing its physical properties 
for many years.
The high technical qualification of our staff, vast experience and intention   to do the work good and in 
time allow us to solve the most complex tasks at extremely high level. The quality of our work meets the 
highest requirements of international standards, as evidenced by the feedback from our customers. It is 
caused by the use of high quality equipment and modern technologies of our foreign partners and 
suppliers who are world leaders in the field.
Modern control system inventory balances, guarantees the availability of necessary quantities of 
materials and products from stone. 
Our permanent partners are the general contractors for construction, restoration and improvement:
- sport buildings and central streets in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Ekaterinburg, Kazan, etc., in preparation 
for the FIFA WORLD CUP 2018;
- the construction and design of Moscow Metro stations: Minskaya, Lomonosovsky Prospekt and 
Ramenki, Osyrnaya, Solntsevo;
- The Nakhimov Naval academy in Murmansk;
- objects and territories of the various authorities, trade and business centers;
- private houses in Moscow and other regions. 
 
Hoping for mutually beneficial cooperation

General Director «Imperial LLC»                          Andrey Alimov
www.im-stone.ru
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